Vaccine-based subgroup analysis in VigiBase: effect on sensitivity in paediatric signal detection.
Data mining of spontaneously reported adverse drug reactions (ADRs), using measures of disproportionality, is a valuable first evaluation step for drug safety signal detection. Of all ADRs reported for children and adolescents within VigiBase, vaccine-ADR pairs comprise more than half of the reports. ADRs concerning vaccines differ with respect to type and seriousness from other drugs, and therefore may influence signal detection for non-vaccine drugs if not accounted for appropriately. The potential influence of vaccines on safety signal detection for drugs was recently raised by the CIOMS Working Group VIII, who proposed that it may be appropriate to undertake automatic signal detection using both medicines and vaccines, and some analysis using vaccines only. However, it has not described for which types of ADRs or drugs subgroup analysis is beneficial. The aim of the study was to study the methodological aspects concerning the influence of a high prevalence of vaccine-related ADRs on signal detection within paediatric ADR data. We analysed all paediatric Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) received by VigiBase between 2000 and 2006, and calculated the reporting odds ratio (ROR) for all unique drug-ADR pairs with at least three reports. The ROR was additionally calculated in subgroups of vaccine-ADR pairs and non-vaccine-ADR pairs and further in different age groups. A proportional change in the ROR for the different subgroups was calculated and the change in the number of signals of disproportional reporting (SDRs) after subgroup analysis was assessed. Of all paediatric ICSRs (N = 218 840, of which 117 877 were vaccine-related), a total of 26 203 unique drug-ADR pairs were eligible for inclusion (5586 vaccine-related). A total of 1637 vaccine-related SDRs and 13 375 non-vaccine-related SDRs were detected in the crude analysis. Subgroup analysis by restricting to either vaccines or non-vaccines revealed 494 additional SDRs for vaccines (+30.2%) and 821 additional SDRs for non-vaccines (+6.1%). Subgroup analyses were only beneficial for non-vaccines if the ADR of interest was reported uncommonly for non-vaccines and beneficial for vaccines if the ADR was reported uncommonly for vaccines. Subgroup analysis for ADRs that were reported commonly for either vaccines or non-vaccines led to the disappearance of 272 SDRs for vaccines and 2721 SDRs for non-vaccines. We could empirically derive a model that predicts the change in ROR in the subgroups based on the proportion of vaccines within the total dataset. The high proportion of vaccine-related reports within paediatric ADR data has a large and mathematically predictable impact on signal detection in paediatric ADR data. Subgroup analysis reveals new SDRs that potentially represent genuine safety signals. The most inclusive and sensitive signal detection method would be the combination of a crude and subgroup-based data mining approach, based on the ratio between the proportion of vaccines within the ADR of interest and within all other ADRs.